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  Intensive site preparation demonstrates excellent 
results in survival and early age growth

As part of a Slash Pine x Caribbean Pine hybrid genetics trial planted in March 2019, the 
buffer areas outside of the main trial area also received double pass site preparation with a 
Savannah strip cultivator, creating a well cultivated mound on this second rotation pine site 
at Toolara, near Gympie in south-east Queensland.

While the buffer area was within a fenced area (to exclude feral horses) and also received 
timely weed control, it was planted with the same nursery stock at the same time as the 
uncultivated routine site outside of the trial area.

The image below show Ian Last, HQPlantations (HQP) Science Manager, standing beside 
the trees within the strip cultivated buffer area.

 
These trees are under two years old and received no special treatment apart from a 
double run with a Savannah strip cultivator.  100% seedling survival and growing strongly.
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The photo below shows Ian beside a representative uncultivated area outside the buffer 
area. 

 The differences in survival and particularly early age growth (the trees are nearly 
two years old) are stark.

  Informal demonstration sites like these have prompted HQP to initiate a new series of 
long-term experimental site preparation trials to evaluate improved approaches for dealing 
with harvest debris in second (and now also third) rotation pine sites with the object of 
improving early survival and growth and, ultimately, increased productivity  and profitability 
at harvest age.  (Contributed by Ian Last, Science Manager, HQP. Toolara, Qld)

From the editor.
For 36 years I have been promoting mechanical site prep, first with the Savannah stump jump 

plows, and now with Davec Equipment.  To see this clear demonstration at HQP of the benefits of 
good cultivation is a bright star and, I am sure, will be a positive influence on future site prep 

decision making. I believe this example at HQP is akin to trials done by James River in Alabama in 
1989 that showed the dramatically increased growth when using a Savannah plow over a Rome 

plow. 7 years later Savannah had 100% of the US plow market.  
When properly trained foresters are able to exercise their skills and concentrate on ensuring a 

rotation of trees gets the best start possible using the best site prep techniques available, that is 
good business for the company. 

What is not good business is an instance of a company that has just harvested over $15,000 net 
per hectare worth of timber off a block but is contemplating spending just $250 per hectare for 

chopper rolling to prepare the site for replanting.  
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The high growth area on 
HQPlantations’s trial site, was double 

disced with Chester Crossing’s 
Savannah Model 646 strip cultivator.

 This is a plow I designed for the 
Queensland Forest Service in 1999 and 
felt it was the best plow I had built at that 
time. It was designed as a 6 or 8 disc for 

flat cultivation, but by taking a disc off 
the front of each gang, it will build a 

mound. 
This rear view shows how the centre of 

the bed is double disced each pass.

 The double gang structure of the Savannah strip cultivator is expensive to build so I now 
build the single body 

 Davec Model 273 three disc plow with Magnum jump arms
which cultivates most of the mound profile in one pass, and all of the profile in a double 

pass. 
This plow body is also available for customers who may wish to supply their own jump 

arms.
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Thorough cultivation relies on ensuring there is minimum trash in 
the plow path.

 
Here are some photos of a bluegum site which had plenty of debris. It was site prepped by 

Nuland Contracting using a large coulter with dragline chains to break open the debris, 
followed by a Davec front mounted vee rake to push the debris further out to leave a clean 

path for a centrecut plow to cultivate a clean mound.

Nuland Contracting coulter and chains. 
No shortage of debris but the 2.4 metre 
diameter coulter cuts right through the 
debris so the chain can drag it apart.

Currently working around the clock in 
Victoria.

Davec vee rake following the coulter and chain. Notice how the chain is able to break open 
the debris when it has been cut right through with the large coulter. The pinwheel can push 

debris to the side, out of the path of the plow, but it cannot open up matted debris on its 
own. 
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Davec Vee rake on the front and plow on the back.

This system can work over the stumps as well as in the interow.

Same site, seedlings planted in a clean, plowed mound. Debris has been moved out of 
plow path leaving the disc mounder to more effectively cultivate the mound.
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 Same site six months later

100 % survival and at 8 months old,  growing nicely.

Trash in the interow retains moisture and can act as a weedmat, 
inhibiting weed growth.

 

The Davec site prep system aims for clean, thorough cultivation by 
moving harvest debris out of the plow path and into the interow. 

We aim for 100% survival and robust early growth.

We are developing equipment and systems that will achieve this at 
an average cost that will be lower than the average cost currently 

being spent on mechanical site prep.
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These are contractors who are working with Davec Equipment to promote better 
mechanical site prep in both pine and bluegum plantations.

 
Queensland and NSW 

Contact 
Chester Crossing  0418 858 051

Victoria and South Australia

Contact 
Scott McWater   0488 507 282

Ryan Wilks  0429 662 055

For more information on Davec Equipment contact David Heckendorf   0408 731 706 
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